"CHANCELLOR" SWILLS BOOZE IN NEBRASKAN NESTER HITS THE SAUCE IN ON-CAMPUS DRINKING SPREE: NO CASUALTIES YET REPORTED

Willy getting plowed on campus? Surely I jest! I only wish I was. Bill "Little Willy" Nester was downing free gin like it was going out of style last March when his corporate bigwig friends came to visit. While Campus Security was busy enforcing the alcohol policy elsewhere on campus, their hands were tied with regards to Nester. You see, if you have a corporate sponsor with a huge expense fund, you can drink all you want on campus, as long as you pay $1.25 per person per hour. The estimated attendance at the function was three hundred, making the hourly fee for ConAgra (Little Willy's pals) upwards of $400.00. Times this by a five hour event and you have the college raking in $2,000 of ConAgra money. Of course they won't discourage a little drunken stupor if they make that kind of money. I'll let Nester drink in my room for two grand, that's for sure. But it still kinda burns my ass to a change. manager from Ohio, can pull the wool over our eyes that he can

I have recently become aware of the positions of Campus Crusade for Christ and the Administration concerning condom use, and it disturbs me. They constantly stress abstinence, which is fine by us, but then further emphasize their point by claiming that condoms don't protect the wearer from disease. But using condoms is a very effective way to prevent contracting HIV. Despite the propaganda from the administration and Campus Crusade, condoms are effective, and it is not very likely that you can get AIDS from protected vaginal sex. But more importantly, by telling students that condoms provide no protection we are encouraging them to have unprotected sex. Nobody uses a condom because they like them, they use them because they prevent disease. If a student feels the condom is useless, he/she will go on with sexual relations without one. We the students at UNK claim that even bad sex is better than monkey spanking. If we continue to have sex we need to use condoms. They work much better than hope, and we will continue to have sex whether or not we have the Crusaders approval.

"After speaking with eyewitnesses there isn't a doubt in my mind that Michael Landon's spirit has sought out and helped at least several people," Marcus Sims, author of Guardian Angels and Benevolent Spirits.

"The good Lord blessed this nation with bounty beyond measure for a reason: We have a mission." -Lt. Col. Oliver North

"I was only following orders." -Lt. Col. Oliver North and Nazi Death Camp Doctor Joseph Mengel.

TOP ELEVEN REASONS TO DATE POOR GUYS

1. Shoplifting is such a rush.
2. Finding a guy you want to talk to is easy.
3. We won't buy you tacky lingerie that doesn't fit.
4. Bob Caldwell is rich.
5. We're not like the other girls.
6. Like you've got nothing better to do.
7. Our monkeys can only take so much abuse.
8. Who wants to go out all the time, anyway.
9. Sex is free.
10. Instead of watching trashy movies like Wayne's World, we can discuss Nietzsche and Kirkegaard.
11. Finding a vase for all those roses is such a pain.

For the eighth straight week: GUNS 'N' ROSES!!!

We the Anti-Lope staff pledge to publish any positive recommendation or comments on the style, form, or content of classes, professors or that others may benefit from your knowledge. Please send any pertinent information that will help others decide their schedules to:

Anti-Lope Staff
attn: professor recommendations
P.O. Box 382
Kearney, NE 68848

"Will we have the imbecile to announce that we are not responsible for the sores of the world today?" -Solzhenitsyn
GRAB YOUR ANKLES
CALVIN: THIS AIN'T GONNA BE PRETTY

Calvin F. Ryan is getting screwed. The Admin has come to the realization that the administration is sucking $20,000 out of the library every year. The photocopiers in Calvin I's room annually, but the library doesn't get a dime. The real bite in the ass is that the library is responsible for repairing the copiers out of its own budget. How many times have you tried to use the copiers when one isn't out of order? This expense is being covered by the library's own budget instead of being used to broaden its scope of periodicals, or expand its book collection.

The Admin therefore demands that the administration that means you, must publish and justify this theft. We cannot allow thee to walk off with twenty Grand of library funds without a really good reason. This on-campus rape will not be tolerated.

-Palmer Eldritch

"Well folks, I'm a pig biting mad and I'm not going to take it anymore." ~ Ed Anger

BURGER, FRIES, AND A COKE

BOOGERS, FLIES, AND A POKE

GRASS FOR GAS

A Sacramento, Calif., man is in jail for trying to swap a baggie of marijuana for a tank of gas.

Police say a motorist bought $11.30 worth of gas and offered a sandwich bag half-filled with pot in exchange.

S.J.U. Is this grad work? P.E.
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Grass for gas

A Sacramento, Calif., man is in jail for trying to swap a baggie of marijuana for a tank of gas.

Police say a motorist bought $11.30 worth of gas and offered a sandwich bag half-filled with pot in exchange.

Weekly World News

Special Thanks to: Kevin "The Great White Hunter" Kenyon, Matt Roselli, Kevin Tubbs, The Psychology Department, Todd Anderson, Winston Smith, Barbara Bush, and all those wacky greeks.

Extra Special Thanks to John Garrett, the Masked Marble, Rick Rosenfeld, Bob Marley and the Wallers, Ursula St. John, and Red Shuttleworth.

"Hostess Twinkies always travel in pairs. Like the coyote, Twinkies mate for life." - Tom Robbins

"Everybody must get stoned!"